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Abstract- This paper discusses the formal
validation of DNA database system. A
DNA database is a large, organized body
of persistent data, usually associated with
computerized software designed to
update, query, and retrieve components of
the data stored within the system. One of
the common difficulties faced by the
developer is in designing a robust
database system. Even so, in order to solve
this matter, developers have to focus their
efforts on the formal specifications. This is
supposed
to
reduce
the
overall
development time. Formal specifications
can be use to provide an unambiguous and
precise supplement to natural language
descriptions. Besides, it can be rigorously
validate, and verified leading to the early
detection
of
specification
errors.
Consequently, to validate this problem
formally, we specify the DNA database
system using Z language and prove by
using Z/EVES theorem prover tool. By
using this kind of tools, it may helps to
reduce time, energy and mistake
compared to manual theorem proving
which can be error task and tedious.
Keywords- Software Engineering, Formal
Specification, Z Specification Language,
DNA Database System
I. INTRODUCTION
According to [1], software engineering is
an engineering discipline that is concerned
with all aspects of software production from
the early stages of system specification to
maintaining the system after it has gone into
utilize. In engineering discipline, they apply

theories, methods and tools where these are
appropriate. Nevertheless, they use them
selectively and always try to discover the
solutions of the problems even when there
are no applicable theories and methods.
More to the point, software engineering is
not just apprehensive with the technical
processes of software development but also
with activities such as software project
management and with the development of
tools, methods and theories to support
software production. The software process
includes all of the activities involved in a
software development. The high-level
activities
of
software
specification,
development, validation and evolution are
part of all software process. Software
specification is the process that establishing
what services are required and the
constraints on the system’s operation and
development.
The software requirements specification
(SRS) is the official statement of what the
system developers should implement. It
should include both the user requirements for
a system and a detailed specification of the
system requirements. In a few cases, the user
and system requirements may be integrated
into a single description. In other cases, the
user requirements are defined in an
introduction to the system requirements
specification. If there are a large number of
requirements,
the
detailed
system
requirements may be presented in a separate
document.
Specification and design are inextricably
intermingled. Architectural design is
essential to structure a specification and the
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specification process. Formal specifications
are expressed in a mathematical notation
whose vocabulary, syntax and semantics are
formally defined [1]. Usually both the
system requirements and the system design
are expressed in detail and carefully analysed
and checked before implementation begins.
If a formal specification of the software is
developed, this usually comes after the
system requirements have been specifying
but before the detailed system design. There
is a tight response loop between the detailed
requirements specification and the formal
specification. One of the main benefits of
formal specification is its ability to uncover
problems and ambiguities in the system
requirements.
II. FORMAL SPECIFICATION
The principal value of using formal
methods in the software process is that it
forces an analysis of the system requirements
at an early stage. Correcting errors at this
stage is cheaper than modifying a delivered
system. Formal methods consist of formal
specification, specification analysis and
proof, transformational development and
program verification. Formal specification
languages comprise VDM (Jones, 1980),
Petri Nets (Carl Adam Petri, 1962), CSP
(Hoare, 1985), Z (Spivey, 1992) and B
(WordSworth, 1996). Formal specification
techniques are most cost-effective in the
development of critical systems where safety,
reliability and security are particularly
important.
Formal proving is a complete argument
of mathematical representation and it is used
to validate statement about system
description. Usually, formal proving can be
done manually. Nowadays, formal proving
can be done with the support of formal
method tools such as theorem prover tools.
Theorem prover is a tool that implements
automatic theorem proving need of user
support. Regularly, developers cover a long
times and looping process, so there might be
a great possibility of mistakes. The proofs
are efficiently when it been presented in a

user-friendly approach and it should not be
unreasonably large. Nevertheless, a lot of the
proof that involved in software validation is
naturally detailed, low-level and repetitious.
So we can briefly state that it is unsuitable
for human checking. Thus, formal proving
supported by tool, which is not only reduce
the possibility of mistakes but also not totally
removes it [9]. Hence, the use of support tool
is a main factor that can affect the acceptance
of formal method practically [10].
The Z specification language is a way of
decomposing a specification into small
pieces called schemas [2]. Each piece can be
linked with a commentary that gives
explanation informally the importance of the
formal mathematics. A schema is essentially
the formal specification analogous to
programming language subroutines that are
used to structure a system, where the
schemas are used to structure a formal
specification. The Z is physically powerful
on sets and functions. Generally, Z notation
is use for sequential situation. We interested
in using Z notation because it is a mature
technique for model-based specification [8].
It combines formal and informal description
and uses graphical highlighting when
presenting specifications.
In this research, one of the theorem
proving tool that has been choose is
Z/EVES. Z/EVES can be applied in most
process and need only a minimum
background education to use it. It can be
learned in a few months depending on the
type of applications and can be run in
various platforms consist of Unix, SunOS,
Linux and Windows.
III. DNA DATABASE SYSTEM
DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) is a
unique, quantifiable human characteristic, an
amalgamation of nucleic acids that constitute
genetic code. A DNA database is a gathering
of genetic sequences that are organized,
which it can easily be accessed, managed,
and updated. The system architecture model
for a basic DNA database system is divided
into three parts consists of Add-DNA-Data,
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Ξ symbol means there is NO
change in dbDna

Find-DNA-Data and Remove-DNA-Data.
Table 1 describes the informal specifications
of the DNA database [6].

The schema displays the main functional of
the DNA database system that use for all
data in database.

TABLE 1
INFORMAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR A DNA
DATABASE
Inputs Processing
Outputs
Add a record
Data
If the data is already stored in report
database, report ‘already
known’. Otherwise, report
‘success’. But if there is no
more room in database, report
‘no room’.
Remove a record
Data
If the data is already in report
database, report ‘success’. But
if the data is not in database,
report ‘not known’.
Find a record
Data
If the data is in database, report
report ‘success’. Otherwise,
report ‘not known’

∪_DNA________________
→KNOWN: Π ID
→TYPE: ID ♣ TYPE
→NAME: ID ♣ NAME
→SEQUENCES: ID ♣ SEQUENCES
∩__________________
→KNOWN = DOM TYPE
→KNOWN = DOM NAME
→KNOWN = DOM SEQUENCES
∠____________________

A following below a schema for adding data
into database, delete data from database and
find data from database: • Adding data in DNA database – the data
record will be added to the database if the
record does not exist in database.

IV. Z SPECIFICATION OF DNA
DATABASE
In DNA database system, we shall
need to deal with DNA data types and with
they are representing by DNA sequences.
Below is a declaration of Z specification for
DNA database system:• A ‘given set’ called Data is to represent
all data in the DNA database (it consists
of dna type and it’s sequences).
[ID, TYPE, NAME, SEQUENCES]
• Database of Data : DNA
• REPORT ::= successs | alreadyKnown |
notKnown
• Note : Δ symbol means there is a
change in dbDna

∪_AddDNA _______________
→ΔDNA
→id?: ID
→type?: TYPE
→name?: NAME
→sequences?: SEQUENCES
→report!: REPORT
∩_____________________
→id? ™ known
→type' = type Υ {(id? ÷ type?)}
→name' = name Υ {(id? ÷ name?)}
→sequences' = sequences Υ {(id? ÷
sequences?)}
→report!= Success
∠______________________
• Deleting data in DNA database - the data

record is allowed to delete if the data record
is exist in database.
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∪_DelDNA
→ΔDNA
→id?:
→
report!:
∩_______________
→id?
ε
→type'
=
{id?}
→name'
=
{id?}
→sequences'
=
{id?}
∠___________________

______________
ID
REPORT
known
ψ
type
ψ
name
ψ
sequences

• Finding data in DNA database – the data

record can be find depends on input from

static analysis techniques of formal
verification to provide optimized trade-offs
in scalability and completeness so improving
verification effectiveness.
Theorem proving involves verifying the
truth of mathematical theorems that are
postulated about the design using a formal
specification language. It remains largely an
academic area today and is unlikely to be
viable for widespread commercial use in the
near future. This section describes regarding
the theorems that may represents the
properties of operations in similarity string
matching. This property can be proved by
using initial state theorem.

user.
∪_FindDNA______________
→ΞDNA
→id?:
ID
→type!:
TYPE
→name!:
NAME
→sequences!:
SEQUENCES
∩_______________
→id? ε known
→type!
=
type
id?
→name!
=
name
id?
→sequences!
=
sequences
id?
∠____________________
Below show how all of the above schemas are

theorem InitIsOK
Ε DNA ∞ InitDNA
a) Safety property of predicate DNA
theorem
DNAPredicate
DNA ⇒ known = dom type ƒ known = dom
name ƒ known = dom sequences

b) Safety property of predicate add record
DNA

combines in a user interface: -

AddThenFind ⎢ AddDNA ; FindDNA
RAddDNA ⎢ AddDNA ƒ Success
AlreadyKnown

ϖ

theorem AddDNAPre
Α DNA; id?: ID; type?: TYPE; name?:
NAME; sequences?: SEQUENCES ∞ id? ™
known ⇒ pre AddDNA

c) Safety property of predicate delete record
DNA

V. FORMAL VALIDATION OF DNA
DATABASE
Validation is intended to ensure that the
software system meets the customer
expectations. It goes beyond checking that
the system conforms to its specification to
showing that the software does what the
customer expects it to do. Formal design
validation combines aspects of traditional
checking and dynamic simulation based
verification with the symbolic simulation and

theorem
DelDNAPre
Α DNA; id?: ID ∞ id? ε known ⇒ pre
DelDNA
c) Safety property of predicate show/find
record DNA
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theorem
FindDNAPre
FindDNA ⇒ ΞDNA ƒ id? ε ID ƒ type! ε
TYPE ƒ name! ε NAME ƒ sequences! ε
SEQUENCES

All of the theorems above have been proved
using Z/EVES theorem prover. This shows
that the Z specifications that have been
discussed above are reliable.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we demonstrate a
validation on Z formal specification of a case
study in DNA similarity string matching
using theorem proving technique. According
to our experience, many theorems have been
through a long and repetitious proving
process. If the proving is done manually by
humans, the possibility a mistake may be
made is high. Using Z/EVES, not only this
possibility can be reduced, the proving can
be done fast and reliable. One of our future
works shall deal with complete and precise
specification and validation for distributed
DNA database systems.
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